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I agree, read this manual, or rather the owners manual, in
order to get the best performance from the thing. But it is for
sale, so we are not going to post it here. If you have a machine
and want to read the manual for this, you can go to the
manufacturers web site, or the dealers website, or the
speedaire website. Also, the manufacturers warranty
information can be found on the manufacturers website. Lets
face it, a compressor should not ever be flying around and the
cabinet should be kept as clean as possible. You will want to
take the speedaire off the machine, remove the bolts, and
unplug the outlet. Make sure the belt stays loose. Some
compressors have a fan that runs whether the machine is on
or off. If the fan turns in almost no air but still runs, and may
be warm to the touch, the machine is running too hot. You
should stop the machine and check for a cracked vent (usually
behind the speedaire), and if you find one, replace it
immediately. Contact the service center to know if they have
any spare parts you may need. When you get your speedaire
compressor to the service center, you could ask them if there
are spare parts they have on their maintenance inventory. It
would be very hard to write a piece of advice on what to do in
troubleshooting and repair. There are many aspects that need
to be considered. Most of all, the manual will take you through
the procedure step by step. You will also have information
regarding the spare parts that need to be ordered. At the end
of the day, you could do a quick check on the compressor and
parts.
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